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 The game was released on December 15, 2013 for Nintendo 3DS. Story Rayman Legends features the same storyline as Rayman Origins and Rayman 3D: The Hoodlum's Curse, but takes place in a fictional universe where the four main characters go on a quest to find the light of truth and destroy the darkness. The story is narrated by a mysterious character called the "Oracle", who is trapped in a
crystal stone. The game includes four new levels, each featuring a different character, among which are Rayman, a fox-like character; Globox, a bear-like character; Globetrotter, a talking fish; and Bannister, a skeletal skeleton. Gameplay The game has six modes: Classic, Challenge, Challenge 2, Story, Endless, and Test Your Might. It also includes a new multiplayer game mode called "Party Mode"
and a return of the "Invade Mode" from Rayman Origins. Party Mode is a six-player game where players control the main six characters. Invade Mode is a cooperative challenge where players must control the main six characters and the Robobug to take out the other opponents. Players are rated on their high scores in all game modes and the party mode as well as the best score, best time, best streak

and best maximum combo. Development The development of the game was delayed several times due to the time of the release. Reception Rayman Legends received positive reviews from critics, with GameRankings and Metacritic giving it a score of 84.77% and 82 out of 100, respectively. Reviews The game received "generally favorable reviews" according to the review aggregation website
Metacritic. Awards Rayman Legends won a total of 4 awards, including Game of the Year 2013 from Eurogamer, the Game of the Year Award 2013 from GameSpy, Game of the Year 2013 from Nintendo Life, and the Best of 2013 award from the Italian Videogiochi magazine. References External links Category:2013 video games Category:3D platform games Category:Cooperative video games

Category:Fantasy video games Category:Rayman Category:Ubisoft games Category:Unreal Engine games Category:Video games developed in France Category:Video games featuring female protagonists Category:Wii U eShop games Category:Wii U games Category:Wii 82157476af
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